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Without research there is nothing to teach
November 2020, Delft

Dear partners,

During this pandemic, many academics are spending a lot of time on research and getting research

published. In fact, the Covid-19 crisis has underlined just how fast and open science publishing can be —

when scientists want it that way! The main purpose of research is of course not to get it published.

Academics carry out research to stimulate actions, to prove a theory, and contribute to developing

knowledge and policymaking in a field or study. But how do you know your research is new and interesting?

When are you ready to publish? And then when trying to target the right journal for publication of your

manuscript, how do you avoid getting overwhelmed by the diversity of journals? This newsletter focuses on

all these aspects. The November issue is on research - because without research, there is nothing to teach.

In this newsletter, we share with you the PhD research proposals of lecturers of HUNRE, Chi and Khoa. We

feature articles on how to choose an appropriate journal for your publication and on how to avoid predatory

publishers. The ‘Get to know us’ section contains a very special feature interview on Dr. Pham Quy Nhan

from HUNRE. Furthermore, we have the usual news and upcoming activities updates for both our OKP

projects and of course many opportunities for professional development.
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OKP Vietnam & Myanmar: News and (planned) activities

You can find more

information about

collaboration on the TU

Delft-Vietnam website:

https://www.tudelft.nl/citg/vi

etnam/ and on the TU

Delft-Myanmar website:

https://www.tudelft.nl/myan

mar/

Celebrating 10 years of HUNRE

In November, HUNRE will celebrate its 10th anniversary as a university.

They have organized all kinds of activities for students and teachers.

Webinar Mekong Delta subsidence
On November 6th, Delta Futures Lab

organized a webinar on the Rise and Fall

project. Philip Minderhoud (Utrecht

University) talked about the sinking

Mekong delta in Vietnam and how

accelerating land subsidence poses an

existential threat to this delta. The webinar

had attendees from different countries,

including Vietnam and Myanmar. You can

watch this short YouTube video on the

research and results.

Dr. Aye Myint Khaing completes IHE online short course
Dr. Aye Myint Khaing, demonstrator at YTU, followed the online IHE short course on Data Acquisition, Preprocessing and

Modelling using HEC-RAS. She really enjoyed improving her modelling skills. “I will re-apply the newly acquired knowledge and

the skill obtained from this short course. I also share this knowledge to my colleges and my students. I am enthusiastic in

research and this course would be greatly useful for my research activities,” she wrote.

Publication on GPS drifters in Myanmar
Rolf Hut, together with Ms.Thanda Thatoe Nwe

Win, and Thom Bogaard have published a paper in

the Journal Geoscientific Instrumentation, Methods

and Data Systems. The paper is about easy to

build low-power GPS drifters with local storage and

a cellular modem made from off-the-shelf

components. The authors provide instructions on

how to build a such a drifter. They tested this

device during fieldwork on the confluence of the

Chindwin and Ayeyarwady rivers in Myanmar. They

also address the question: has the open-hardware

revolution progressed to the point that a low-power

GPS drifter that wirelessly transmits its position can

be made from open-hardware components by most

geoscientists? You can find the article here!

https://www.tudelft.nl/citg/vietnam/
https://www.tudelft.nl/myanmar/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cMr_BKzY4lU
https://gi.copernicus.org/articles/9/435/2020/
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In the spotlight: PhD scholars of HUNRE
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Research & publishing – tips & tricks

•

•

•

https://journalfinder.elsevier.com/
https://www.edx.org/course/multidisciplinary-research-methods-for-engineers
http://unpaywall.org/
https://scholar.google.com/
https://doaj.org/
https://www.researchgate.net/
https://www.mendeley.com/homepage-2-1?interaction_required=true&adobe_mc_sdid=SDID%3D1ACE6CB748590AB8-79619BFB56C1D180%7CMCORGID%3D4D6368F454EC41940A4C98A6%40AdobeOrg%7CTS%3D1604996629&adobe_mc_ref=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2F
mailto:m.t.koelen@utwente.nl
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Journals – how to choose the best fit?Getting a research

paper published

can be a challenge!

It's even more

challenging when

considering the risk

of rejection that

comes from

submitting a paper

to a journal that's

not the right fit. So

how do you choose

where to submit

your paper?

Aim and 
scope of 
journal

Impact 
metrics

Target 
Audience

Review and 
publishing 
procedure

Fees

What are the various Impact metrics for the

journal? Commonly used is the impact

factor (IF). The IF of a journal is a

measure of the frequency with which the

"average article" in a journal has been cited

in a given period of time. It is an indication

of the relative importance of a journal within

its field. Journals with higher impact factors

are often deemed to be more important

than those with lower ones.

You need to identify your target

audience. Who will benefit the most

from the results you intend to publish?

Are the results and conclusions of

general interest? Would the results be

of more interest to researchers in a

particular field? Where are

researchers in your field publishing

their work?

Manuscripts submitted to a journal

usually first go through an initial

screening by the editorial team. Then

there is the peer review: to regulate the

quality of content, experts in the field

are invited to review and comment on

manuscripts received. They advise on

whether an article should be rejected or

accepted (with or without revisions).

The procedure can differ per journal -

be sure to check it out beforehand!.

Journals can have different

types of fees, of varying

amounts. Some journals

charge pre-publication fees,

such as a submission fee or

membership fee. Most journals

work with post-publications

fees, such as an article

processing charge or page fee.

A journal's aim is the objective or purpose of what the

journal is trying to accomplish. The scope is how the

journal will accomplish this. The aim and scope are the

most important factor to take into account. You can find

that information on the website of the journal in question.

Pro tip: Look at

your references

– where are they

published?

Factors to consider
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Predatory publishers – a warning

– –

With the start of open-access publishing also the predatory publishers came into

existence. Predatory publishing is an exploitive academic publishing business model.

Authors are charged with publication fees without their work getting checked for quality

and legitimacy (and other editorial and publishing services). They are labeled as

‘predatory’ because scholars are tricked into publishing with them. You can read more

about this in his article in the Nature Journal.

Jeffrey Beall is a library scientist at the University of

Colorado in Denver. He first coined the term "predatory

open access publishing”. He furthermore created a list of

such journals and publishers, named Beall’s list.

https://beallslist.net/
https://www.nature.com/news/predatory-publishers-are-corrupting-open-access-1.11385
mailto:m.t.koelen@utwente.nl
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Get to know Associate Professor Dr. Pham Quy Nhan!

Associate Professor 
Dr. Pham Quy Nhan

Vice Rector HUNRE 
and Project Director 
OKP Climate Proof 

Vietnam

How did you get into the field of water resources?

"

"

"

"

What subjects do you enjoy teaching the most?
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What advice would you give to
young researchers and academics?

What, up until now, has been one of the best
memories of your career?

"

"

'

What do you enjoy most about
collaborating with International
researchers?

Dr. Nhan’s
Research 

philosophy

https://www.tudelft.nl/citg/vietnam/
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Pham_Nhan2
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Opportunities: Online courses

Introducing Open Courseware IHE Delft
IHE Delft is aims to contribute to solving the world's water crisis by educating the
water leaders of the future. The demand for water education is much higher than
the number of professionals that the Institute can train. IHE Delft bridges this gap
by making education available for free on its OCW Platform!

IHE OCW platform 
The IHE OCW offers many free courses on a 
range of water related topics. The course offer 
for example contains:

Introduction to 
Modflow and 

Model Use

Biological Wastewater 
Treatment: Principles, 
Modelling and Design

Water Productivity and 
Water Accounting using 

WaPOR

View full  course 
offer on 

OCW platform

View course View course

View course

GIS OpenCourseWare
This page offers full online courses, trainings, 
(advanced) tutorials, instruction videos, and 
many other resources on GIS.

Check it out!

https://www.un-ihe.org/open-courseware
https://www.un-ihe.org/open-courseware
https://ocw.un-ihe.org/course/view.php?id=19/course/view.php
https://ocw.un-ihe.org/enrol/index.php?id=92
https://ocw.un-ihe.org/course/view.php?id=101
https://courses.gisopencourseware.org/
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Opportunities: scholarships and events
International Climate Protection Fellowship
Application deadline: March 1st, 2021

Are you a prospective leader working
academically or practically in climate
protection or climate-relevant resource
conservation in your home country? Then you
are eligible to apply for an International
Climate Protection Fellowship from the
Alexander von Humboldt Foundation.

Apply here

Belgian Earth Observation Day
Event date: November 24th, 202o

A virtual Border-crossing Earth Observation Day 2020 – an
event not to be missed. The day will start with two keynote
speeches, including one by our partner, Chris Mannaerts of ITC
Twente. He will talk about the FAO WaPOR database: remote
sensing for water productivity.

Sign up here

International Water Colloquium
Event date: November 4th – December 16th 2020 (7 sessions)

This event was initiated by TU Dresden, University of Bonn and
UNU-FLORES on the topic “Cooperation in Water
Management – Tackling a Global Challenge”. Multiple sessions
will be organized. On November 18th , our partners Dr. Thom
Bogaard and Dr. John Connalin will present ‘Leapfrogging
Water Management in Myanmar by long-lasting and
multidisciplinary cooperation’. They will present examples from
our long-term collaboration with partners in Myanmar!

Sign up for Myanmar session View other sessionsQuestions, comments, or need help applying? 
Please contact: J.L.F.Eulderink@tudelft.nl

https://www.humboldt-foundation.de/en/apply/sponsorship-programmes/international-climate-protection-fellowship
https://eo.belspo.be/en/agenda/virtual-border-crossing-earth-observation-day-2020#infos
https://tu-dresden.de/tu-dresden/internationales/termine/unu-flores-lecture-series-cooporations-in-water-management-tackling-a-global-challenge/leapfrogging-water-management-in-myanmar-by-long-lasting-and-multidisciplinary-coorporation
https://tu-dresden.de/tu-dresden/internationales/International-Water-Colloquium/programme
mailto:J.L.F.Eulderink@tudelft.nl

